The Gold Country Angler Survey
Understanding mercury exposure potential among populations that eat locally caught fish.

The pr imar y
pathway of
human exposure
to mercur y is the
consumption of
contaminated fish
and nearly half
of the angler s
sur veyed at
Sierra Nevada
waterbodies repor t
consuming their
catc h.

Background
Mercury was imported to the Sierra Nevada during the Gold
Rush for use in gold processing. Elemental mercury at legacy
mines continues to wash off-site into rivers and streams and
numerous water bodies are listed as mercury-impaired under
the Clean Water Act. Once
in aquatic ecosystems even
small amounts of mercury can
biomagnify and bioaccumulate
to dangerous levels in
predatory sportfish.

Red dots represent mercury and different fish colors represent trophic
levels. The large brown fish is a top trophic level species and contains the
highest concentration of mercury.

Project
From 2009-2016 The Sierra Fund (TSF) collected angler
surveys at mercury-impaired Sierra Nevada water bodies to
better understand exposure potential and the capacity of
anglers to assess risk as a result of consuming local fish.

To facilitate cross-regional comparison, this effort utilized
a survey developed by the California Department of Public
Health/UC Davis and used widely in the Bay/Delta.

Impact
TSF is utilizing the socio-demographic data generated
through eight years of surveying nearly 400 anglers in four
watersheds to scope the next phase of our fish-mercury work
to the benefit of public health in our region and at the state
level.

Next Steps
Angler Survey findings are guiding a multi-faceted
effort to increase the amount and accessibility of
information on mercury in fish. Demographic data are
informing the posting of fish advisories in languages
other than English. Data on consumption are being
used to develop fish tissue sampling plans to ensure
that site-specific advisories are inclusive of all species
being consumed. Finally, data on risk assessment are
guiding strategies for information dissemination to
ensure that anglers know how to protect their health
and that of their families.

By the numbers

374 ANGLERS were
surveyed at 14
WATERBODIES.
43% EAT their catch
and 68% FEED it to
their FAMILIES. ONLY
1% were aware that the
three components of
healthy fish consumption
are SPECIES,
POPULATION GROUP,
and FREQUENCY OF
CONSUMPTION.

Angler Survey data indicate that nearly half of those
fishing at Sierra Nevada waterbodies consume their
catch and most also feed locally caught fish to their
families.
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